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Chapter 51 Helping 

Hoo! 

“Hey! Mirage Knight! Can you give me your autograph?!” As Lin Rui safely placed the driver on the 

ground, the motorcycle driver shouted excitedly while pointing at his helmet. Unexpectedly, the man Lin 

Rui rescued was his fans and he wanted to get an autograph of Lin Rui on the chaotic road. 

“Hey! ~ buddy, I know that you are my fan, but now is not the time!” With several black lines hanging 

over his head, Lin Rui quickly rejected the enthusiastic fans’request. 

Bang! 

Just as Lin Rui was talking to his fan, a coquettish red figure flew over his head and crashed into a parked 

bus in the back and this was the result of Obadiah large Iron man armor blowing away Tony. 

Bang~ 

Bang~ 

“You’d better get out of here, that big fellow is not so easy to deal with!” Glancing at Obadiah, Lin Rui 

pushed the Motorcycle driver and quickly left towards the central battlefield of the road. 

“Hey! Where am I going to find you? When will we get off and meet? Being dragged out of the middle of 

the road by Lin Rui, The driver asked aloud. 

Lin Rui: “...” 

Boom! 

“...No one can stop me, especially you!” Arriving in front of the bus, Obadiah’s Iron Man Armor popped 

up behind him and quickly aimed at the car in front of him. 

“Not good!” Lin Rui, who had been hiding aside, saw a middle-aged uncle hiding on the roadside beside 

the bus. His location was sure to be affected by the explosion. 

“Mirage Knight! Be careful!” Without too much thought, Lin Rui rushed out, leaving behind the driver 

crying out in fear. 

Almost as Lin Rui rushed out, Obadiah’s missile had been launched and hit the bus in front of him the 

next moment. 

Bang! 

Boom! 

The bus that had already been ruined exploded into pieces, and Tony, who had just been thrown in, was 

also bombed into the air. However, because of Iron Man Armor’s own injection system, Tony was not hit 

by an explosion shock wave but suspended in front of Obadiah. 



“It seems that you improved your armor, but I have also made some improvements!” Through Iron Man 

Armor’s thick mask, Obadiah stared at Tony who was suspended in front of him and shouted. 

Puff! 

Boom! 

Then Obadiah’s giant Iron Man Armor began to change rapidly under his feet, and it also started to 

shoot hot flames, which soon propelled him to flight. 

Bang! 

“Sir, it seems that he can also fly,” J.A.R.V.I.S. reported this situation very conscientiously. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S! I can see that! Increase propeller power!” Turning his eyes, Tony shouted at once. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Bang! 

Seeing that Obadiah could fly, Tony quickly decided to take Obadiah out of the area. Tony has rushed 

high into the air with a fierce flame under his feet. In the back, Obadiah rushed up. 

Huh! 

In New York City, one big and one small figure rushed into the sky with white flames under their feet. In 

the dark, it was so dazzling that even people a few blocks away could see it. 

It wasn’t until Tony took Obadiah up into the air that Lin Rui raised his head from behind an abandoned 

car, while the middle-aged uncle, who had just been rescued by him stayed behind him. 

“Are you okay?!” Looking up and down at the middle-aged Uncle, Lin Rui asked. 

“Er! I am okay! Thank you! Although he was still in shock, the uncle thanked the masked man who saved 

him. 

“Okay, you need to leave now.” Clapping the Uncle on the shoulder, Lin Rui’s flashed as his body 

disappeared from their view. Of course, Lin Rui is hiding from that little motorcycle driver this time. He is 

still standing in the same place and stretching his neck to find Lin Rui. 

Tony and Obadiah fought on the road for a short time, but the damage was not small. Dozens of cars 

were rear-ended, and it was not known how many casualties would occur. Lin Rui needed to help the 

wounded in the battle just now. 

Daredevil, Where are you? I could use some help over here.” While rescuing people on the battlefield, 

Lin Rui contacted Daredevil who has not arrived yet. 

“There’s a traffic jam on the road, I have already got out of the car and I am coming on foot.” At the 

other end of the line, Matt’s voice quickly passed over. He was obviously delayed by the traffic jam 

there. He was coming over and was blocked on the road. 

“Well, If you can’t come now then that’s okay, it’s better if you arrived at the crucial moment.” Almost 

all the people on the scene were rescued, and Lin Rui was in no hurry to let Daredevil show up now. 



“All right.” With a promise, Matt on the other end of the phone was silent, apparently in a serious rush. 

And Lin Rui left after rescuing a woman trapped in the car. The fire brigade and police in front of him 

have arrived here and he is no longer needed here. Looking up at the growing black dot falling from the 

sky, Lin Rui knew he had something important to do. 

Bang! 

Obadiah, who did not solve the problem of high-altitude icing got frozen in the higher altitude and fell 

on the Stark Industries experimental building. But Lin Rui knows that he won’t simply fall to death. Tony 

followed Obadiah down from high altitude and with his full powered Arc Reactor, he looked in good 

condition. 

Puff! 

Flying smartly to Pepper, Tony opened his steel mask directly. Although Obadiah stole his Iron Man 

Armor’s blueprint and robbed his tiny Arc Reactor to build a big guy which was obviously a bit more 

powerful than his. But he is a once in millennia genius, that is, there is an irreparable gap between him 

and ordinary people. 

“Pepper! Are you all right? While releasing Iron Man Armor, Tony walks toward Pepper. 

“Oh! Tony! Are you okay?!” Seeing some scratches on Tony’s face as a result of the battle just now, 

Pepper cried out in worry. She ran towards Tony and was about to fall into his arms the next moment. 

What a hero’s game of saving beauty! Lin Rui, hiding in the darkness, looked ahead and muttered. In his 

perception, the big guy behind Tony has rushed over! 

Boom! 

Bang bang! 

“Tony!” Sure enough, just as Pepper rushed toward Tony, Obadiah burst out behind Tony and roared his 

name. 

Whoa! 

Puff! 

“Be careful!” In Pepper’s alarm, Tony flew into the air to avoid a bullet coming from behind. 

Hoo! 

“Pepper, hide!” Taking advantage of his Iron Man Armor’s small size, Tony circled around Obadiah 

quickly to attract his attention and let Pepper who was close to him leave. 

“J.A.R.V.I.S! How many weapons are left, fire them all at him! ” Avoiding Obadiah’s steel giant again, 

Tony shouted at J.A.R.V.I.S. 

“Yes, sir.” 

Kakaka! 



After J.A.R.V.I.S. answered calmly, two miniature rapid-fire machine guns popped out of Tony’s Iron Man 

Armor’s arm and fired directly after aiming at the big guy in front of him. 

Da Da Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da-Da 

“Tony! You can’t beat me!” Hurricane of bullets hit Obadiah and sparked countless sparks, but failed to 

break through his heavy steel defense. 

Buzz! 

Kaka! 

Ignoring the already crazy Obadiah, Tony’s Iron Man Armor’s back bulges rapidly and two mini-missiles 

shot towards Obadiah the next moment. 

Bang! Bang! 

Boom! ~ 

This time, even though Obadiah Iron Man Armor was bigger and more defensive, it fell in the attack of 

the two missiles. The blazing flame covered Obadiah’s armor and there was no movement in it. 

Buzz ~ 

Tony suspended in the air and did not relax, holding his hands against the position of the flame in front, 

the energy of the steel palms continued to gather. Once there is a change in the flame, Tony will unleash 

another Thunderstrike. 

Sure enough, Tony’s defense was justified. Suddenly there was a slight noise from the position covered 

by the flame and then a missile rushed out. However, its direction was not towards Tony who is 

suspended in the air, but it flew towards Pepper, who has already been hiding in the building. 

“Well? Will it strike East and west? Lin Rui, who was hiding aside, kept an eye on Obadiah’s movements 

and knew what he was going to do when he saw the direction of the missile. 

Bang! 

Boom! 

Sure enough, Tony saw the missile heading toward Pepper and fired his repulsor cannon to destroy it. 

But he also exposed his position to Obadiah, who had burst out of the flames. 

Hoo! 

The two giant steel hands grabbed Tony in the middle before he could respond. Tony did not let go of 

any struggle but constantly increased his strength. Small size has a small advantage, but others are 

destined to have an advantage when they are bigger than you. 

Kakaka~ 

“J.A.R.V.I.S, report the condition!” Feeling that his armor was constantly being pinched, Tony yelled. 



“Weapon systems are damaged 90 percent, power systems are damaged 80 percent, and the armor is 

close to the limit of endurance.” The tone of J.A.R.V.I.S. remains as flat as ever, but Tony’s situation is 

clearly not optimistic. 

“Use the Incendiary Bomb!” 

“Yes, sir.” 

Bang! 

Boom! 

“Tony! Well done!” Obadiah, who was blown into the control system by the incendiary bomb, threw 

Tony out, swearing. 

Bang-Bang 

After rolling twice on the ground, Tony had no choice but to face Obadiah. Fortunately, the bomb attack 

just now damaged the targeting system of Obadiah’s armor, so he had to take off his helmet and use his 

eyes to target Tony. 

“However, you still can’t escape me!” With a shout, Obadiah manually controlled the machine gun on 

the right arm of the armor and aimed it at Tony in front of him. 

And just before Obadiah opened fire, a dark shadow burst out of the darkness next to him and headed 

straight for Obadiah’s steel right arm aimed at Tony. 

There seems to be a flash of fire. The machine gun that should have ejected countless bullets remained 

still and there is no movement. The figure that rushed out of the darkness was, of course, Lin Rui, who 

had been looking for the opportunity. When Obadiah aimed at Tony, he burst into his fastest speed and 

rushed under the Iron Man Armor. He pulled out his blade and swing it down in an instant. The Flowing 

Flame Blade chopped off where the machine gun was turning. Obadiah’s machine gun was so stuck by 

Lin Rui’s Flowing Flame Blade that it could not shoot even one bullet. 

Hoo! 

The machine gun was jammed with a ridiculous blade by the inexplicable fellow and Obadiah controlled 

the armor to get rid of the fellow that was below him. However, even with the tremendous power of his 

armor, he could not throw out Lin Rui who was under him. 

Buzz! 

“Daredevil! Now!” Lin Rui, who has exhausted all his internal energy, roared. It is not easy to block the 

power of such a large Iron Man Armor. Lin Rui can no longer stand it. 

Just after Lin Rui shouted that another shadow rushed out of Obadiah’s back and jumped into his armor 

the next second, reaching the upper body where he had been exposed. 

Huh! 

Without giving Obadiah much time to react, several sticks had already been drawn. Because Obadiah 

was Tony’s uncle, Daredevil kept his hand. 



The crisp sound sounded inside Iron Man Armor, and Obadiah, who had lost his protection from Iron 

Man Armor, was knocked unconscious by Matt’s sticks. 

Hoo! 

Afterward, Lin Rui, who had been fighting against the steel giant, finally felt the disappearance of that 

great force and sat on the ground with some relief. 

Chapter 52 S.h.i.e.l.d. Visits 

After defeating Obadiah, Matt has already come to Lin Rui. Reaching out to Lin Rui, Matt also saw Lin Rui 

weakness at this time. 

“Daredevil, thank you, I feel almost unable to stand up.” Lin Rui said weakly as half of the body rests on 

Matt. It was the first time that he had exhausted all of his energy, even the turbulent internal energy in 

his body. It seems that science and technology do have unrivaled human power. 

“Ha-ha, I didn’t expect you to be able to block this big fellow!” Holding Lin Rui, Matt whispered 

alongside him. Although he did not fight against the bigger Iron Man Armor, Matt knows how powerful 

such a big fellow can be. 

“If you had reacted a second later then I would have been crushed” With the help of Matt, he slowly 

stood up and recovered a little. 

“When you sent a message saying that something threatening the safety of New York appeared, I didn’t 

expect to see this. But now what? Matt asks Lin Rui as Tony slowly walks towards them unarmed. 

“What should we do? We saved his life and in the process saved many innocents that would have been 

hurt if the fight continued, He wouldn’t dare to do anything to us. Lin Rui also noticed Tony coming 

slowly towards them and said it indifferently. 

...... 

“J.A.R.V.I.S., where did these two transvestites come from?” While observing Matt and Lin Rui, who had 

just helped him defeat Obadiah, Tony asked J.A.R.V.I.S. 

“Judging from their looks, these two should be New York’s Vigilante, Daredevil in the dark red tights and 

Mirage Knight next to him.” J.A.R.V.I.S. gave the answer soon and it seems that it has found some 

information about Mirage Knight and Daredevil on the Internet. 

“Oh, Vigilantes of New York? Aren’t they all idle people who have nothing to do? They think they have 

some ability to jump around and cause a lot of trouble to New York police. Tony scorned the 

introduction of J.A.R.V.I.S. 

Indeed, because Vigilante is not managed by the police department and is mostly a stranger to ordinary 

people. These Vigilantes have their own guidelines, which often cause trouble for New York police when 

dealing with street crime cases. Moreover, once a Vigilante has made a name for himself, the greater 

the blow to the reputation of the New York police. After all, in the eyes of the general public, the villains 

were defeated by Vigilante and the police did nothing. 



“Sir, these two are not the ordinary Vigilantes you think. According to the information I have found, 

Daredevil and Milage Knight have been working hard to fight New York’s underground forces. So far, 

they have prevented at least three vicious underground trading incidents. The recently reported cases of 

human trafficking are also uncovered by them as they rescued all the captive females and males. 

Moreover, both of them should have far more power than ordinary people. Hearing Tony’s comments, 

J.A.R.V.I.S. made a rare rebuttal. 

“Really? Then they must be really good. Tony has also heard about the human trafficking case and he 

has just seen Lin Rui and Matt’s strength. 

Tony, who has been fighting with Obadiah for so long, certainly knows the magnification of the Iron Man 

Armor, although Tony is deeply disdained by the results of plagiarism. But he also has to admit that in 

some ways this enlarged version is really more powerful than his own armor. 

But the fellow Mirage Knight blocked Obadiah’s Iron Man Armor with a long red blade of unknown 

material, which seemed almost impossible to Tony. And that Daredevil, Tony hardly saw how he 

appeared and defeated Obadiah in a flash. 

“So, are these two people just around here today?” Although the two Vigilantes saved him and Pepper, 

Tony had some doubts. Obadiah built a big armor himself and he knew it temporarily. Tonight’s battle 

was even more unexpected. How did the two Vigilantes get here so quickly? 

“... I can’t answer that question.” J.A.R.V.I.S. answered after a little silence. 

“Ohh. Let’s meet these two guys.” With that, Tony strode ahead. 

...... 

“Hey! You Two, thank you for defeating him just now. I’m Tony Stark. Walking up to Lin Rui and Matt, 

Tony put down his mask and said hello formally. 

“Of course, there should be very few people in the world who don’t know Mr. Stark. Especially when 

they know that you are the hero flying around in armor to save the refugees, I think your name will 

spread all over the world. Lin Rui’s physical strength has been recovered and he no longer needed 

Matt’s support, He looks at Tony and says with some irony in his tone. 

Lin Rui just doesn’t like Tony’s self-righteous attitude. Since he is now in the identity of Mirage Knight, 

then he can say something to him without worrying about anything. Matt, who stood behind him, didn’t 

say anything, but he also agreed with Lin Rui’s words. As a child of a poor family, Matt did not need to 

see Tony, a high-ranking son of a rich family. 

“Ha-ha, anyway, Thank you for just now, although the situation was still under my control. Hearing Lin 

Rui’s words, Tony didn’t care and he continued with a light laugh. 

“You’re welcome. We just don’t want your troubles to affect New York’s innocent people.” Shaking his 

head slightly, Lin Rui said lightly. 

Of course, Lin Rui came out to help Tony this time, not just to defeat Obadiah, but to also help Tony in 

part out of personal relationships. But more importantly, Lin Rui wants to make contact with him by 

using his other identity, Mirage Knight, which also paves the way for something to come. After all, Iron 



ManTony is a very important person in the development of Marvel World. If he wants to be a 

Superhero, it is necessary for Mirage Knight to have early contact with Iron Man. 

“You can rest assured that those who were injured in this accident will be well compensated for.” 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tony said it seriously. Tony also didn’t want to hurt those innocent people, or 

he would not have led Obadiah up into the air. 

“Well, I believe Mr. Stark will do it. Now that the matter has been settled, it’s time for us to leave. Good-

bye, Mr. Stark.” Lin Rui’s eyes flashed at Tony when he heard the siren coming from a short distance. 

“Uh-bye.” 

Then, nodding to Tony, Lin Rui and Matt rushed quickly into the darkness of the street. In a few flashes, 

Lin Rui and Matt disappeared into the night again, as mysterious as they appeared. 

“Mirage Knight... Daredevil... They really are two amazing Vigilantes.” Looking at the direction in which 

Lin Rui and Matt left, Tony muttered to himself, then turned and walked towards Pepper. 

Drip ~ ~ 

When Tony disarmed and returned to Pepper to comfort her, Colonel Rhodes, agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., and 

a large number of police officers were all rushing in. 

“Hey! Tony! Are you okay?!” Rhodes rushed to Tony and gave him a fist and asked happily. Of course, he 

already saw that Tony was fine. 

“I’m fine, just...” As he answered Rhodes, Tony’s eyes moved unconsciously to the larger version of Iron 

Man Armor in the back. Obadiah inside had not yet woken up and Tony did not know how to face him, 

He was his only relative. 

“Let’s leave this kind of things to the professional people.” Patting Tony on his shoulder, Rhodes 

comforted. 

“Hmm.” Tony nodded, and then he looked at Rhodes and suddenly remembered, “Right, Jackson? I told 

him to stay at home and wait, but I don’t think he’s such a good listener. 

“You mean that little fellow? Of course, he won’t be so obedient to stay at home. I brought him along. 

But he got out of the car and ran when there was a traffic jam ahead. Now I don’t know where he went. 

Tony, where did you find him? He even wanted to grab the driving seat from me?!! Hearing Tony’s 

words, Rhodes repeated what had happened on the road before. 

“Ohh? He got off alone and left? Tony asked, somewhat worried when he heard Rhodes. Although he 

knows Jackson is very smart and not the average kid, the battle just now has a great impact, a person 

running around is in great danger. 

“Don’t worry, he should...” Seeing Tony’s worried look, Rhodes was ready to console him as he didn’t 

think that the daring little fellow would have an accident. But he was interrupted in half. 

“Mr. Stark! Mr. Stark!” 



Following the familiar voice, Tony and Rhodes looked ahead and saw Jackson, whom they had just 

talked about, shouting his name out loud. He was apparently stopped by the police and as this side was 

the scene of the case. A reporter from a small newspaper could not come in. 

“Oh, I’ll say he’s okay.” Looking at Lin Rui jumping outside, Rhodes said with a laugh. 

“Well, this kid is smart!” Tony also rarely praised Lin Rui. 

...... 

The next day, Lin Rui stayed in his room and watched the live TV announcement about the accident on 

the highway last night. The main character of the news was Tony Stark. Pepper had given Lin Rui a ticket 

in advance for today’s conference, but Lin Rui was not there because he didn’t want to see Tony dress 

up on the spot. 

“... Some people suspect that I was involved in last night...” 

“...the actual situation is...I am Iron Man.” Throwing the manuscript away, Tony looked at dozens of 

reporters and cameras in front of him and said that calmly. 

Boom 

...... 

“Ha-ha, it looks really cool! Maybe only people like Tony will reveal their identity on such occasions!” 

Although not on the scene, Lin Rui can also feel the madness of the reporters on the scene. 

“But Iron Man is born and S.H.I.E.L.D. was about to come. I don’t know when Director Fury will find Tony 

and talk about the Avengers Initiative. Watching the chaos on TV, Lin Rui was silently thinking about the 

next thing. 

...... 

“J.A.R.V.I.S?!” 

“Welcome home, sir.” 

“I’m Iron Man. Do you think you’re the only Superhero? In the hall of the villa without lights on, a figure 

stood by the transparent floor window. This question was sent out by the figure, apparently to Tony, 

who had just returned home. 

“Mr. Stark, there are many people like you, You just don’t know them.” As he spoke, the figure had 

turned and approached Tony. 

“Superhero? I only know two Vigilantes. But who are you? Looking at the guy in the dark, Tony asked 

faintly. 

“Nick Fury, Director of S.H.I.E.L.D.” 

“Oh......” 

“I want to talk to you about something called The Avengers Initiative.” 



...... 

Chapter 53 Finding Helpers 

On the Hudson River, the secret base of Lin Rui and Matt. Since they helped Tony defeat Obadiah last 

week, they haven’t done anything for more than a week. 

Lying lazily on his sofa, Lin Rui idly switched the TV channel. They haven’t heard anything about Jeston 

Gang for a long time. It seems that they have all disappeared during this period and no longer done bad 

things. Or maybe they were preparing for Lin Rui and Matt and would no longer give them a chance. 

Turning off the TV, which had been playing boring programs, Lin Rui felt that he needed to find 

something to do for himself. His mainline quest was only 20/100 completed, so he could not sit in the 

base and wait. 

“Hey! Daredevil, do you have any good way to find something for us to do? Is there nothing on Wilson? I 

have been at home for a week.” Standing up from the sofa, Lin Rui asked Matt who was sitting cross-

legged. 

Since Lin Rui gave Matt Soaring Dragon Art last time, Matt has improved his Internal Energy technique. 

Now Matt’s strength is steadily improving, at least a lot better than before. 

“No, whether it’s Wilson or Jeston Gang, there hasn’t been any recent news on them. They seem to be 

on their guard against us.” Although he seemed asleep sitting there, Matt’s instincts have been paying 

attention to the surroundings. 

“What should we do? Our two-man intelligence system is not enough. It’s not enough to go on like this.” 

Hearing Matt’s words, Lin Rui shook his head and said. 

“Indeed, after all, it’s normal for them to be able to respond to the heavy blow we’ve been dealing them 

these days. Several channels I used to inquire for information have disappeared, and they should be 

looking for us now. Maybe the next time we act, we will face not dozens but hundreds of machine guns. 

Getting out of meditation, Matt analyzed the current situation and said it lightly. 

“Well, it seems that we need some breakthroughs, at least in our manpower.” With a nod, Lin Rui felt 

they really need a breakthrough. 

“Manpower? I do know some guys who have old grievances with Wilson, but I don’t think it’s a good 

idea to involve them.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Matt shook his head and said. What they are doing now 

is not something that ordinary people can be involved in at all. Matt will not let innocent people die for 

his hatred. 

“I know, I won’t involve innocent people in our cause. But maybe we can find some people who are 

willing to help.” Frowning, Lin Rui didn’t know what to do for a moment. 

Lin Rui is a little known figure now. But it’s still too reluctant to rely on him and Matt to deal with 

Kingpin’s underworld and Jeston Gang. Although Spiderman is a good helper, Lin Rui has no idea when 

Peter will become Spiderman. He’s now helping Dr. Connors study the modified gene potion, and maybe 

tomorrow he’ll be bitten by spiders, maybe a month later, which Lin Rui can’t control. 



“Anyone willing to help? Mirage Knight, apart from us, I don’t think anyone will take the initiative to find 

trouble with Wilson or Jeston Gang.” Matt shook his head when he heard Lin Rui’s words. He didn’t 

think anyone would volunteer for their actions. 

“Well, Maybe, besides us, there are still some people who are willing to do this kind of thing. But we 

have to pay a price.” Lin Rui, who has been thinking about it all the time, suddenly had a flash of 

inspiration and then said excitedly. 

“What?” Feeling Lin Rui’s excitement, Matt asked curiously. 

“Mercenary, or bounty hunters! I don’t think these people care too much about who they are dealing 

with. Anyway, as long as they are paid.” Lin Rui said what he thought. 

“But where would we get the money to pay them? The $80,000 you gave me is almost gone.” Hearing 

Lin Rui’s words, Matt asked a very practical question. They didn’t have much money. Moreover, as a 

lawyer serving the poor, Matt almost couldn’t afford to pay the rent. 

Lin Rui: “...” 

“Maybe, I can get an advance on my salary...” 

...... 

Ding-dong~ Ding-dong~ 

New York, an unnamed apartment. 

“Sir, your pizza is here.” 

“...I didn’t order any pizza!” 

“Are you Mr. Merchant?” 

“Yeah, The Mr. Merchant who didn’t order the fucking pizza!” 

“Then who placed the call?” The takeaway guy looked confused. 

“I did,” Said a voice. 

“Pineapple and olive?” At this moment, the man who suddenly came out from behind the Merchant 

apartment answered the question of the takeaway guy. 

...... 

“Anyhoo, tell me something, what situation isn’t improved by pizza? Do you happen to know a Megan 

Orflosky?~ Getting that right? Orflosky? Orlovsky? Yeah? Good. “With a sharp knife dangling in his hand, 

the notorious mercenary Wade Wilson is completing a small list he has received. 

“But I’m a...A stalker” Jerry, who was scared, quickly nodded. 

...... 

Boom! 



“You even look in her general direction again and you will learn in the worst of ways that I have some 

hard spots too!” Slamming Jerry on the wall, Wade said fiercely. However, after saying this, he felt that 

something was wrong. 

“That came out wrong. Or did it?” Wade finally gave Jerry a kiss on the face and let him go. 

An hour later, Wade, who turned in his quest, walked down the dark, damp streets of New York’s civilian 

District towards the Margaret Sister Bar, a mercenary talent market for people like Wade. 

“Hey, Wait! You’re my hero!” 

“No-no-no-no. That I ain’t!” 

“Nope. Never will be.” Recalling the words that the girl had just shouted at him, Wade repeated in his 

heart. 

I am just a bad guy who gets paid to fuck up worse guys, which is Wade’s clear understanding of himself. 

Of course, there are always people who don’t think so, such as Wade’s good friend, a guy nicknamed 

Weasel, who always calls Wade a Poor Saint. 

“Hey! Wade!” 

“Hey! Buck! Liefeld!” Saying hello to the people in the bar, Wade has come to the bar. 

“Hey, Wade! Wade Wilson, Patron saint of the pitiful, What can I do for you?” When Wade came over, 

his friend Weasel screamed at him while joking. 

“I’d love a Blow Job.” 

“Oh, God, Me too~” 

“The drink, moose knuckle. But, first...” Saying that Wade took out Jerry’s gold card and put it on the 

bar. 

“... You know for a merc, you’re pretty warm blooded. I bet you let the kid off easy. too.” Hearing Wade 

said that he didn’t want any babysitting money and to return the money to the Orlovsky kid, Weasel’s 

daily lecture started. 

“Ohh, He’s not a bad kid Weasel, Just a little light stalking. I was way worse than him when I was his age. 

I was traveling to exotic places...” Hearing Weasel’s words, Wade began to talk about his past glorious 

deeds. 

“Ok! I give you a Blow Job. Why do you make me make that?” Chatting with Wade, a special drink is 

ready. 

“Kelly! Kelly! Kelly! Take that over to Buck please and tell him it’s from Booth. A little foreplay.” As soon 

as he turned, Wade had given the special wine to the younger women. 

“Remind me what good will come of this?” Weasel asked helplessly as he saw Wade’s actions. 

“I don’t take the shits. I just disturb them.” Shaking his head slightly, Wade replied faintly. 

...... 



“Booth!” 

Ohh! 

Hold Up! Hold Up! 

“Booth! Hit him!” 

“Oh!” 

Sure enough, in the bar lobby, Booth and Buck soon fought. The people around them are all cheering, 

but there are two people who are special. They are two guys wearing ordinary casual coats. The two 

men even wore sunglasses in such a dark bar. One of them looked rather ordinary in his thirties. The 

other one is very interesting. Although his sunglasses blocked most of his face, it can also be seen that 

he was only a teenager of sixteen or seventeen years old. At this time, the whole bar was excited by the 

fight, but they were still sitting quietly drinking. 

“Well? Weasel, when did you started to host kids in your bar?” Wade asked curiously as he glimpsed 

from the battle in the hall to that the scene next to him which was incompatible with the surroundings. 

“You mean those two over there? They have been here for a while. We didn’t really want to host that 

kid in the bar. But, as you know, our local rules are not so strict, plus that adult is very strong. I think 

maybe he just took his child out to see the real world.” Following Wade’s eyes, Weasel also knew who 

he was asking, so he said what he knew. 

“See the world? I don’t think so.” After hearing Weasel’s explanation, Wade shook his head faintly. 

Seeing the adaptation of the little boy to his surroundings, he is not the one who needs to see the world. 

“I don’t care about that. They didn’t bother anyone. Okay, I need to go and look over there.” With a 

casual reply, Weasel had already stepped out from behind the bar and headed for the end of the fight 

ahead. 

“All right! Move! Move, move, move!... Yeah, He’s still breathing, Nobody wins today!” 

“Ooh! ~ “ 

...... 

“Mirage Knight, I don’t think you will find the partner you want here.” In the noisy bar, Matt tried not to 

show too much disgust. But he could hardly help it. 

“Hey, don’t underestimate these mercenaries. They’re not as strong as you, but they’re quite strong. 

And the man I’m waiting for has come.” Lin Rui, sitting opposite Matt, laughed and said, finally looking 

up in one direction of the bar. 

Yes, the men who came to the Mercenary Bar with sunglasses on these two big nights were Lin Rui and 

Matt. Because of the deadlock against Jeston Gang and Kingpin, Lin Rui felt that he should increase his 

team, but Spiderman had not appeared and Little Green Goblin also did not appear, so Lin Rui could only 

think of finding a mercenary. And the most famous mercenary in the Marvel World he could think of is 

Deadpool: Wade Wilson. 



Chapter 54 Rejection 

Huh ~ 

Pushing aside the guys who were blocking his way, Wade walked a few steps to the table where Lin Rui 

and Matt were. 

“Hey! Are you waiting for someone?” Wade sat down directly in the chair beside Lin Rui and asked 

spontaneously. 

Wade Wilson, who spent his early years in the secret forces, was more powerful and observant than 

other mercenaries. Some of the information from Weasel combined with his own observations, he 

would not think that the two men just came to see the real world, they obviously came with a purpose. 

Combined with the particularity of the bar, Wade can easily imagine that they might have come to issue 

a mission. Wade has been short of money recently. He doesn’t mind coming over and trying. 

“Well, yes, we’re waiting for you.” Not minding Wade’s rude chat-up, Lin Rui looked at him and nodded 

in reply. 

“Well? What do you mean?” Wade was a little surprised to see that the kid who looked like he was just 

in high school answered his questions and then he asked back. 

“We came here because we have a mission and need your help. And we have met five mercenaries, but 

we don’t think they are suitable for the job.” Lin Rui looked through his sunglasses at Wade and said 

faintly. 

“So you mean I’m a good fit?” He didn’t expect Lin Rui to be so direct so Wade asked leaning back in his 

chair. 

“Whether it’s right or not depends on your performance, but the pay will certainly not be low.” 

Laughing, Lin Rui said and handed Wade a note. 

Wade glanced at the note Lin Rui handed over to him. Then Wade’s eyebrows jumped, seemingly 

startled by what was on the note. On the note is a job prepared by Lin Rui about defeating the Jeston 

Gang, an underground gangster gang in New York and the Wilson Mafia Empire. 

“Although I love money and I’m not afraid of death, I don’t think anybody will take this kind of job, this is 

almost suicidal.” Throwing the note back to Lin Rui, Wade looked at the two men in front of him and 

said faintly. 

As Wade has lived in the gray areas of the ??New York city, he certainly knows about the Jeston Gang. 

Although he doesn’t know much about this Wilson guy, he is definitely not a simple character. Even if 

Wade is narcissistic again, he doesn’t think there is any benefit in picking up this job. 

Mercenary, like Wade, once involved in such gangster hatred, could not keep up with the next day and 

would be dead on the street. Although Wade may not die so simply because of his strength, he is not 

sure that he will survive a week. 

“Don’t rush to refuse first. Everything has a turn for the better. If you choose to accept it, you can use 

this to contact us.” Smiling at Wade, Lin Rui said nothing more and handed him a simple business card 

with nothing but a number on it. 



“I don’t think I’ll regret it.” Taking that simple business card, Wade said indifferently. 

After inquiring about this, Wade got up and prepared to leave. He thought there would be something 

good to do, but this kind of life-threatening jobs will not be touched by him. 

“By the way, I will give you a suggestion. You should go to the hospital for a check-up sometime in these 

two days. As a mercenary, a healthy body is necessary.” Just as Wade got up and took a step, Lin Rui, 

still sitting there, suddenly said this. 

“What?” Wade could not understand Lin Rui’s inexplicable reminder. 

“Nothing. I hope we can meet again.” Without much explanation, Lin Rui knocked on the table and 

stood up. 

Standing up behind Lin Rui, Matt can’t wait to leave here. He still doesn’t understand why Lin Rui insists 

on coming here and he feels something bad from Wade’s body. He doesn’t think that this mercenary will 

become his partner. Then, Lin Rui and Matt left. As for Wade, Lin Rui believes he will join in. 

“Check your body? It’s an odd way to say hello.” Putting Lin Rui’s business card in his pocket, Wade 

muttered as he watched them leave. 

When Lin Rui and Matt disappeared from Margaret’s bar, Wade has returned to the bar again. He did 

not receive any jobs but he still wanted to look for something. 

“...You bet on me to die?” Sweeping to the board behind the bar, Wade asked incredulously. 

“I just want to win once. I haven’t won in my life...” Weasel said something gloomily in Wade’s 

incredible eyes. 

“Soldiers of fortune, Drinks on me!” Reluctantly for Weasel, Wade raised his glass and shouted into the 

hall. 

“Oh!” 

“Cheering! “ 

“Domestic, Nothing Imported!” Weasel quickly added a sentence. 

...... 

“Whoa! Baby, are you sure you wanna shoot your whole wad?” Just then, a woman’s voice came over 

from behind Wade and her right hand crossed his shoulder and she slowly stroked it. 

“Vanessa.” 

“Wade.” 

...... 

“Mirage Knight, you don’t really want to invite him, right, you want to hire that guy to join us against 

Jeston Gang and Wilson?” On the way back, Matt asked Lin Rui seriously. 



He didn’t think Wade was a good candidate for any “look”, and his special feeling always felt that there 

seemed to be something wrong with Wade, but he couldn’t say it. 

“You shouldn’t judge a book by its cover. Wade Wilson, although he has a bad reputation, he is still very 

strong. Not only is he highly skilled at close combat, but he is also skilled in the use of firearms and some 

heat weapons. I think we just lack such a person. Knowing that Matt looked down upon Wade, Lin Rui 

said a few good words to him. 

In fact, although Wade is still strong, he is not very helpful for Lin Rui in their current situation. What he 

cared about was that Wade would become Deadpool, who is a killing machine. With more powerful 

Recovery power than Wolverine, equipped with guns and double blades, Deadpool’s combat 

effectiveness is very strong. As a character who is not a protagonist in Marvel World, Deadpool also has 

a large number of fans and is one of the most beloved characters in Marvel World. 

“Even so, he did not accept our invitation. I think it’s better to slow down against Wilson. We’ll break up 

the whole New York underground Mafia one day.” Not because Lin Rui exaggerated Wade, Matt said 

lightly. 

“He just hasn’t accepted it yet. In his case, I think he should contact us soon. I think you have a vague 

feeling about his physical condition, too?” Shaking his head, Lin Rui swears and finally asks Matt. 

“You mean his illness? Do you know what ails him?” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Matt asked curiously. He 

just vaguely sensed something bad about Wade. Can Lin Rui know what he was suffering from? 

“Cancer, if he goes to the hospital earlier, he may be saved. That’s why I reminded him before I left. Of 

course, it’s up to him.” Simply explaining it to Matt, Lin Rui doesn’t care about it. Wade will eventually 

become Deadpool anyway. 

“Cancer?! Is that why you decided to find him? A dead mercenary will no longer worry about the 

Revenge of the mafia. You think he will accept our invitation for the last day.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, 

Matt said it as if he suddenly understood. That’s the most likely explanation he can think of, otherwise, 

he doesn’t know what would prompt Wade to join them. 

“Er!” Well, I do think Wade will choose to join us because of cancer. He didn’t expect Matt to think so 

much and Lin Rui could only explain that. 

“All right.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Matt said nothing more. 

...... 

Outside New York City, Tony’s seaside villa, in the luxurious reception lobby. 

“Mr. Stark, I haven’t seen you for some time. You seem to have been very busy since you suddenly 

declared yourself Iron Man that day.” Sitting on the luxurious comfortable sofa, Lin Rui looked across at 

Tony and said with a smile. 

“I’m busy, but you’re not busy. Why didn’t you come? Didn’t you say you were my interviewer? You 

didn’t come to get the last good news?” Looking at the young man opposite to him, Tony asked lightly. 



Tony is interested in Lin Rui. Sometimes he felt that the young man was very interested in his own 

affairs, and sometimes he didn’t care about some things. Tony doesn’t know whether Lin Rui is such a 

weird person or whether he really doesn’t understand the kid now. 

“How did you know that I am not busy? I am still at school. Now I am at the end of the year. I have to be 

serious about my studies. As for the last press conference, since I already know that Mr. Stark is Iron 

Man, What was the point of going there?” Lin Rui explained briefly. 

“Are you busy? Although I haven’t found anyone to monitor you but with your intelligence, Do you still 

need to be serious about the District high school curriculum? If you like, I can guarantee a place for you 

at MIT.” Tony seems to have heard something funny when he heard Lin Rui. Finally, he gave Lin Rui a 

suggestion. As an honorary alumnus of MIT, Tony still has some pull. 

“Thank you for your suggestion. I’m fine now. I’m not really doing anything about coming here today, 

but I don’t know if you can grant me my little request. As before, Lin Rui did not agree with Tony’s 

suggestion. He turned the topic to today’s topic. 

“Well? What request?” Tony asked curiously. 

...... 

Chapter 55 Suggestion 

...... 

“Can you take me to get a closer look at your Iron Man Armor? If you can, maybe you can let me 

experience it?” looking at Tony, Lin Rui asked seriously. For Tony’s Iron Man Armor, Lin Rui has been 

itching to see it again. 

“There’s nothing wrong with visiting, but you’re in trouble if you want to experience it. Firstly, driving 

Iron Man Armor is not an easy task. Secondly, the military has been negotiating with me recently about 

the military negotiations of Iron Man Armor. Tony wasn’t surprised to hear Lin Rui’s words but just told 

him about his situation at the moment. 

As a high-tech product, Iron Man Armor represents more than Tony’s invention. Its emergence can 

completely change the current situation of the U.S. military and even the world’s armaments. Tony 

might have sold the armor as a weapon to the U.S. military as before, had it not been for his war 

wounds. But now, Tony won’t let out such a big killer. That’s not what he meant when he made it. So 

he’s been talking to the military all the time. Thanks to the name of Tony Stark, he was able to withstand 

the military’s pressure for so long. 

“Ohh? The military is eyeing the Iron Man Armor? I don’t think that’s a good idea. I think Mr. Stark 

thinks the same thing. Hearing Tony’s words, Lin Rui remembered that there seemed to be such a thing. 

But of course, he also disapproved of handing over the Iron Man Armor to the military. This is not a 

conventional weapon, but a big killer that will bring a reversal to the battlefield. 

“Of course, I’ve already announced the closure of the Stark Arms Department. How can I sell Iron Man 

Armor as a weapon to the military again? But even I can’t withstand the constant pressure from the 

military and Congress.” Tony will certainly stick to his principles, but that’s not always the case. The 



demand for Iron Man Armor by the U.S. military and Congress is not comparable to that of conventional 

new missiles, and Tony is almost overwhelmed. 

And because of Lin Rui and Matt, Tony’s uncle Obadiah was not dead, but seriously injured, and is now 

in the tightest prison. If Tony insists on not surrendering his armor, the military and Congress may 

choose to get some information from Obadiah. Obadiah is obviously not as good as Tony, but it’s better 

than none. 

“Maybe you can come up with a compromise.” Although he doesn’t know how the story of the world 

developed, Lin Rui still vaguely remembers how Tony handled it. 

“Ohh? What compromise?” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tony raised his head and asked. He’s been having a 

headache recently, and he’s not feeling well. If Lin Rui has good advice, he won’t mind taking it. 

“Isn’t Mr. Stark worried now that after acquiring your Iron Man Armor, the military will use it in war, 

causing more damage? And if you keep Iron Man Armor in your hands, I think the military and Congress 

can deal with you. I think it’s better to take a step back and accept each other rather than to tear each 

other apart. Sitting upright on the sofa, Lin Rui looked across at Tony and said earnestly. 

“Take a step back? Where should I go back? Tony doesn’t know how much the military and Congress can 

accept, though he understands what Lin Rui says. 

“In the end, the military will definitely have the Iron Man Armor. But the number and users can be 

limited by you. For example, they can use the Iron Man Armor in special operations in peacetime, but 

not in battlefields. I think they should be able to accept such results. Lin Rui helped Tony by telling him 

the solution to the original plot. 

“Control quantity and type of action? That’s a good way. If the people in the Congress don’t even want 

to accept it, I’d rather destroy all the information and let them find the junk my uncle created. At Lin 

Rui’s suggestion, Tony’s eyes slowly lit up and he finally got up from the sofa. 

“Well, Mr. Stark doesn’t need that. I think, although Congress and the military have been putting 

pressure on you, you do have some support. I believe that you must have allies who can confront the 

members of Congress.” Seeing Tony’s excitement, Lin Rui reminded him again. 

Although Lin Rui doesn’t know if Nick Fury is in touch with Tony right now, has he talked to him about 

S.H.I.E.L.D. and the establishment of the Avengers Initiative? However, in the case of Tony, Lin Rui felt 

that Director Nick would not be indifferent. It’s important for Tony to join the Avengers Alliance and 

help him get through this. 

After Lin Rui said this, Tony suddenly quieted down and looked at him as if he were a monster. After Lin 

Rui’s reminder, Tony also suddenly remembered the one-eyed pirate that day who came to find him. 

Isn’t that man called himself the director of a special department? He can quietly enter his villa and he 

knew a lot of information that nobody should know. 

“Who the hell are you?” Looking at the young man sitting in front of him, Tony suddenly asked. So far, 

Lin Rui’s surprise to Tony has never stopped. 



“Ah? I am Jackson Lin, Mr. Stark.” Seeing the change in Tony’s expression, Lin Rui answered with a smile. 

Of course, he knows Tony is not asking who he is, but he can’t tell him that he is someone that is 

reincarnated into this world. 

“What’s in your little head? What on earth do you know? Looking at Lin Rui’s innocent appearance, Tony 

said helplessly and sat back on the sofa. 

“Ha-ha, it should be similar to other people.” Lin Rui laughed and hawed. 

“Actually, if Mr. Stark is not reassured. I think you can designate your friend Colonel Rhodes as the user 

of Iron Man Armor. I believe that Colonel Rhodes will not use Iron Man Armor to do anything harmful to 

others, and how to consult with Congress and the military, which I am not clear about. But I believe you 

can do a good job. Now that he has said so much, Lin Rui doesn’t mind giving Tony a clearer candidate. 

“Well, I know that. I’m sure Rhodes will be happy to play this role.” With a nod, Tony said he knew how 

to deal with it. 

“So, Mr. Stark, what about my request?” Seeing that Tony’s troubles have been resolved, Lin Rui is still 

thinking about his own business. 

“What’s the matter?” Tony asks with his head sideways. He really forgot. 

“It’s about visiting the Iron Man Armor and experiencing it.” Lin Rui whispered a reminder. 

Tony: “...” 

“Yes, but only above the villa, not ten kilometers away from here. I’ll have J.A.R.V.I.S. look at you. Don’t 

think about flying out.” Finally, Tony agreed to Lin Rui’s request. 

“Yes! Thank you, Mr. Stark!” At this moment, Lin Rui seems to have exposed his true feelings. 

Bang! ~ 

Whoa! 

A few minutes later, two Iron Mans, one red and one silver, rushed out of the back of Tony’s luxury villa. 

Tony was not assured that Lin Rui would fly alone in the Iron Man Armor and followed him out. 

...... 

After going to Tony’s house that day and experiencing the Iron Man Armor, Lin Rui came back in a very 

exciting state for a week. Lin Rui has a strong interest in flying. However, the cultivation technique he is 

now training does not provide him with the ability to fly. If he wants to fly, Tony’s Iron Man Armor is 

now the best choice. But Tony couldn’t give him a machine armor. So Lin Rui can only bear it. 

This week, Lin Rui also got a lot of information. Peter has not seen Dr. Connors for three days since he 

last told them at school to help him in the final stage of his experiment. Lin Rui could almost tell that 

Peter should have been bitten by a spider and that Spiderman, whom he had been expecting, would 

appear. 

While Lin Rui waited for Spiderman to appear, something big seemed to happen inside Oscorp. Harry, 

who had been in a disadvantaged position, won more support at a shareholders’meeting and took 



Oscorp back into the hands of the Osborn family. Although Lin Rui doesn’t know how Harry did it, he 

must have paid a lot. But because there are so many things going on recently, Lin Rui can’t pay attention 

to Harry’s family. 

On this day, Lin Rui and Matt returned to their secret base after solving a mid-gang drug deal in 

Manhattan. The still have no clues about the Jeston Gang and Wilson, but both Lin Rui and Matt have a 

hunch that they will appear again and the next time they meet, Lin Rui and Matt must be ready. 

“Ah! Daredevil, who on earth did you say attacked us that day? I always thought that there’s a 

conspiracy in it.” After taking a sip of iced coke, Lin Rui asked Matt in front of him. Yes, they already 

have refrigerators in their secret base. 

“I don’t know. I didn’t feel anything that day.” Shaking his head, Matt did not find anything more in 

recent operations. 

“Ah! Will they hide forever? Are they so afraid of us?” Lin Rui had some helpless thoughts. 

Buzz ~ 

Just as Lin Rui sighed, a faint shock came from the table next to him. 

Ring-Ring-Ring-Ring 

Reaching for a couple of strokes on the table, Lin Rui took a cell phone out of it. This is the mobile phone 

that they specially equipped for this secret base and they only game its number to only one person, that 

is Wade Wilson that Lin Rui wanted to recruit before. 

“Ha-ha, I knew!” Although he doesn’t know the call number, Lin Rui knows that it must be Wade. 

“Hello, Wade Wilson, have you changed your mind?” Lin Rui asked quietly. 

“Yes, I will take the mission!” At the other end of the phone, Wade’s voice came quickly. 

...... 

Chapter 56 Attack Once More 

...... 

“OK, we’ll let you know when there’s news.” 

“Then I need to get a deposit first. That’s the rule.” 

“No problem, just send me your account number.” 

Having talked to Wade, Lin Rui smiled and hung up the phone. Wade apparently went to the hospital to 

have a check-up and knew about his cancer. Lin Rui just don’t know how his condition is now. If he had 

gone to the hospital in advance to have a check-up if he had listened to Lin Rui, it should not be at the 

final stage yet. However, no matter how he is now, the only constant is that he must be short on money. 

“What? The mercenary agreed? Through sensitive hearing, Matt also heard the conversation between 

Lin Rui and Wade. 



“Yes, he did. But he needs us to give him a deposit first. I think he should have discovered his illness. 

With a nod, Lin Rui has received a credit card account from Wade. 

“So, how much money do you have? Not that I want to ask, but you’re just a high school student, aren’t 

you? Sensing that Lin Rui was pulling out a small copy of Wade’s account, Matt still couldn’t resist 

asking. 

“Well, not much money, but I can handle Wade for the time being. After all, he may not be able to help 

us for long.” Hearing Matt’s words, Lin Rui scratched his head and answered. 

Originally, Lin Rui himself had no pocket money and the money from the dealers was used for the 

construction of secret bases. However, Lin Rui gave several first news to The Daily Bugle. To this end, he 

also got a lot of Rewards. Although not a lot, it is enough to match Wade’s quest deposit. As for the 

latter, Lin Rui felt that he should be able to think of a solution. If not, he would be able to accept Tony’s 

invitation to go to Stark Industries to be a consultant. 

“Well, yeah, call him next time.” Since Lin Rui says money is okay, Matt is okay. He has no money himself 

anyway. 

“OK! Now the question is, what exactly are Jeston Gang and Wilson doing? Them hiding like this is really 

starting to creep me out!” With Wade’s addition, Lin Rui’s team has at least one long-range support 

firepower. However, if there had been no news from Jeston Gang or Wilson, Lin Rui could not help it. 

“Don’t worry, I think they should appear soon. But we have to be prepared.” Hearing Lin Rui’s worries, 

Matt whispered as his feelings had always been right. 

“I hope so.” 

...... 

A week later, as Matt said, Jeston Gang, who had been hiding from them for nearly a month, finally 

reappeared. This time, it’s not the unimportant characters, but the powerful gang leaders. According to 

Matt’s observation, Jeston Gang seems to be making a big move this time and Frankenstein Family has 

also been involved. 

Although it is not clear whether the news was deliberately released by Jeston Gang or whether they are 

not going to hide from Lin Rui anymore, Matt and Lin Rui will not miss such a good chance anyway. So, 

after notifying Wade where to gather, Lin Rui and Matt sett off. 

In the suburbs of New York Manhattan, there is a luxury manor, a secret base of the Jeston gang, also 

owned by Frankenstein Family. Tonight, this will be the busiest place in New York. 

“Master Ross, the news has been released and that Daredevil and Mirage Knight should be here tonight. 

But are you really not worried that they’ll disturb the deal tonight? In a luxury office in the manor, 

Jeston Gang’s leader Verus stood respectfully at his desk and said to a young man in a suit sitting in front 

of him. 

“You’ve been hiding from them for almost a month. I don’t think they’ll be absent tonight. As for your 

worries, that’s totally unnecessary. Although Mirage Knight’s strength was somewhat unexpected, it’s 

absolutely impossible for them to leave intact if they show up tonight. Sitting on the soft sofa, Master 



Ross shook his glass and said lightly that he was ready today. Moreover, tonight’s deal is not for ordinary 

people, or the family will not send him out. 

“Yes! Master Ross! Then I will go ahead and make sure that the goods are in good condition.” Seeing 

that Ross is so confident, Verus stopped worrying. 

“Well, go ahead. Our guests are very picky about the goods.” With a nod, Ross let Verus go. 

~ 

The door was lightly closed and there was only Ross left in the luxuriously furnished room. Then, Ross 

sipped the wine in the glass and shook the empty bottle and smiled at the empty room. 

“Mr. Housley, I haven’t seen you for a long time.” Smiling, Ross seemed to be greeting someone in the 

room. However, at this time, there is only one person in the room. 

~ 

Ross’s voice had just dropped and there seemed to be a cold wind in the room, which lowered the 

temperature by several degrees. Then a tall white man in a neat suit stepped out of the darkness of the 

room and soon came to Ross. 

Hoo! 

“Ross Frankenstein, I haven’t seen you for a long time. But now, is your family business already in the 

hands of you juniors?” The sudden blonde went straight to the sofa opposite Ross and sat down, then 

looked at him and asked. 

~ 

Seeing the gentleman sitting opposite him, Ross slowly stood up and walked over with the bottle beside 

him. 

“Mr. Housley, we can live longer than your race. For such big family management, the older generation 

is already a little powerless.” While pouring the wine to Mr. Housley, Ross smiled and said. 

“Can you do it? Oh, I don’t think so. These Hebrew fellows are very spiritual.” Taking the glass Ross 

handed over, Hausley said with a chuckle. 

“By the way, my father also asked me to say hello to you on behalf of him, saying that he appreciates 

your support for our family over the years.” Without taking Housley’s words, Ross sat back in his seat 

and said. 

“This is just a mutually beneficial relationship. If you don’t give us enough benefits, we certainly won’t 

work for you.” The red wine in the raised glass was as bright as blood, just like the color in Housley’s 

eyes at the moment. 

“Of course, I believe our fair is very happy today.” Ross holds up his glass and gestured slightly towards 

Housley across from him. 

“I hope so.” Looking at Ross opposite to him, Housley also raised his glass. 



~ 

Hausley, who had been in this room for a long time, of course, heard Ross and Verus talking and he 

knew that someone might come and mess up the deal tonight. He also knows that Ross may use his 

strength to deal with the man who caused trouble to their family, but he won’t mind. For Hausley, it’s 

just a trifle. Now that Frankenstein Family has provided their race with goods for so many years, this 

little help is irrelevant. 

...... 

Lin Rui and Matt, who got the information, did not know which side Jeston Gang or Frankenstein Family 

was going to trade with tonight, but they knew it was an important opportunity for them to fight 

Frankenstein Family. So when night fell, Lin Rui and Matt had come to Wade’s position. 

“Daredevil, what do you think they’re trading tonight? Was it deliberate to send out information against 

us? In a bush about three kilometers away from Frankenstein Manor, Lin Rui put down his telescope and 

asked Matt nearby. 

“I am not clear what item they are trading and the traders are mysterious. However, from Frankenstein 

Family’s perspective, It shouldn’t be anything simple. As for whether it is aimed at us, will that make a 

difference? Matt who was also hiding had to give Lin Rui some thoughts to Lin Rui question and he stood 

behind and responded faintly. 

“Yeah, we’re going to break their deal anyway. I think we should be able to cope even if there is 

something targeted at us. Recently, Their strength has risen a lot and they had helped defeat Obadiah’s 

large Iron Man Armor. Lin Rui can’t help but feel a little proud. 

“It’s the best case scenario. But, how come your helper hasn’t arrived yet?” Not recognizing Lin Rui’s 

indifferent tone, Matt asked about Wade. Today will be the first time they will work with that 

mercenary. Matt is still a little worried. 

“He should be coming soon.” Looking at the time, Wade should have arrived. 

Hum ~ 

Hum ~ 

Just as Lin Rui finished this sentence, a sound of motorcycle engine came from outside the woods. 

Without even looking at the direction. Lin Rui and Matt also know that Wade is here. 

“Hey! Where are you?!” No sooner had the locomotive stopped, Wade who looked pale shouted to the 

woods. 

Wade has had a bad time these days. It seems that the last time he hooked up with a girl in the bar 

turned out to be his true love. However, just as Wade was ready to be a good man, he was suddenly 

diagnosed with cancer and it was almost too late. He went to the hospital at Lin Rui’s reminder, or he 

might be late by the time he found out. 

Wade watched Vanessa rush around in order to cure his illness. She spent a lot of money, but his illness 

never improved. If it had been before, Wade might not have persisted. He was a mercenary who had no 

one who would care if he died. However, Wade now has someone, he cannot leave Vanessa alone in the 



world. So he decided to continue to live and make money to treat his illness. That’s why he took the 

initiative to contact the two bold guys he met at the bar last time. 

Huh! 

Just after Wade stood outside the woods and shouted, he saw an arm stretched out in front of him, 

shaking towards him. 

“Ehh?! Are you the two guys who were there that day? Walking into the woods, Wade asked in a little 

surprise when he saw the two strangely dressed guys in front of him. Now the Vigilante’s famous as 

Daredevil and Mirage Knight, Wade certainly knows. 

“Well, it’s us. Do you regret it now?” Wade was a little surprised and Lin Rui asked lightly. 

“Regret? Of course not. I didn’t know who you were before, but now I know you’re such famous guys. 

How can I regret? I think, since you have such a great reputation, at least you guys will have some 

strength. Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Wade shook his head and said. 

“Ok then! Today, your job is actually very simple, it is to cover us remotely. Daredevil and I will sneak 

into the manor. You can give us some information outside. The key is to take care of it when we come 

out. Now that Wade is with them, Lin Rui has started arranging the details of the mission tonight. 

Half an hour later, Lin Rui and Matt disappeared into the woods and Wade also gathered his weapons 

and headed silently toward the manor ahead. 

...... 

Chapter 57 Sinking 

Although Jeston Gang has enough hands to protect the large luxury manor in the suburbs, there are 

inevitably omissions in some places. After half an hour of investigation, Lin Rui and Matt have already 

determined the location of the sneak. It was a long wall, guarded by one person every 100 meters. At 

Matt’s and Lin Rui’s speeds, they can sneak in without disturbing the guards if they’re careful. 

Shasha~ 

At night, a breeze blew across the low lawn outside the manor, shaking the faint moonlight and the 

lights on the fence. 

Hoo! 

Although it was only the movement of the breeze, the Jeston Gang members stationed outside the 

fence turned their eyes to that side, and the gun in their hands was lifted slightly. Tonight’s deal is not 

known to the low-ranking members, but they clearly feel the importance of the deal. They will not take 

it lightly. 

And at the moment the guard turned around, a dark shadow suddenly burst out of the grass behind 

him! wrong! It’s two shadows! But they’re too close, too fast, and they look like a normal person. It 

looked like a teleport. Before the guard turned around, the two shadows had quickly turned over the 

fence and disappeared in the light. 



“Well? What is it?” 

In a room full of screens in the manor, the man who had been staring at the monitor had just seen 

something flashing across one of the monitors. But because the speed was too fast, he didn’t see what it 

was, so he just sent out a low question that he didn’t care much about, and there was no follow-up. 

Whoop-Whoop-Whoop-Whoop 

There was hardly a sound, and Lin Rui and Matt had succeeded in sneaking into the manor. After 

landing, Lin Rui and Matt did not move, and they both sensed that at least two people were walking not 

far ahead. 

In the dark, Lin Rui gestured to Matt. Then Matt nodded to him and slowly retreated and disappeared. 

As for Lin Rui, he slowly approached as he sensed the movement ahead. 

Da Da 

The location that Lin Rui and Matt sneaked in seemed to be a leisure garden kind of place, while three 

people were slowly approaching this side. At the front was a handsome boy with fashionable blonde hair 

and blue eyes, not much bigger than Lin Rui. Behind the young man’s appearance were two big men in 

black suits and they looked like well-trained bodyguards at first sight. 

“Master Mike, there will be an important deal here tonight. The Master reminded us not to walk around 

at will. You’d better not leave for too long.” A man walking behind the young man looked at the young 

man’s high-spirited appearance, and could not help reminding him again. 

“Are you ordering me?” Without looking back, the young man who walked in front of him asked coldly. 

“No! It’s Just...” 

Siii! 

This time, the bodyguard was silent before he had finished speaking. On his rough face, a crack 

appeared quickly from the corners of his eyes and slowly slid to the corners of his mouth. Then, scarlet 

blood flowed out of the wound. Instantly, half of the bodyguard’s face was covered with blood. 

“Shut up now!” Without the initial insipidity, the voice of the young man walking in front of him 

obviously became much colder. 

“Yes!” Without taking care of the wound on his face, the bodyguard quickly agreed. 

“It’s just a simple food deal. Do you need to make a fuss about it?” Without any more bodyguard 

nonsense, Master Mike continued to take a step forward. The wound on the bodyguard’s face behind 

him was obviously his masterpiece. 

Mike really doesn’t need to worry. With his strength, there aren’t many threats to him in this manner 

and those who are a threat to him are related to him. 

! 

While the young Mike was strolling in the garden at a leisurely pace, there was a sudden sound of a 

sharp blade breaking from his side. Several knives shot at the three men in the garden from the dark. 



“Be careful!” 

Hoo! 

With a loud sound, two big men who had followed Mike had come to Mike’s side and blocked the flying 

knives. 

Puff puff! 

A few muffled sounds and the flying knife coming into the air directly pierced into the body of the two-

man, One even pierced Mike from the neck of the bodyguard who had just reminded Mike and died. 

! 

“Hum!” He didn’t care about the bodyguard who died instantly in the sudden attack and Mike, who was 

blocked behind, snorted and raised his right hand directly. 

The bloody knife that shot at Mike stopped and stopped between the fingers of Mike’s right hand. Mike 

caught the knife that shot his bodyguard with two fingers. 

Hoo! 

The next moment, with a flash of red in Mike’s eyes, the flying knife disappeared from his hand and shot 

back faster in the direction it had just come from. 

! 

In an instant, the flying knife disappeared into the darkness and he did not know whether it hit the 

attacker. However, from Mike’s next look, it seems that his counterattack did not succeed. 

Just as Mike stood staring at the darkness ahead, a dark shadow burst out from behind him and rushed 

toward Mike’s back. 

Hoo! 

Apparently surprised by the attack behind him, Mike turned around in a panic. When he turned around, 

a peculiar knife appeared in his right hand. 

A metal clash sounded in the quiet garden, followed by a sharp clash, apparently a wrestle between two 

metal weapons. 

The harsh sound didn’t last long and the shadow that rushed to Mike quickly retreated and Mike saw 

the man’s dress and his weapons. It was a guy wearing a crimson skinny leather jacket with a hood 

(mask) and his weapon looked like a metal stick (guide stick). 

“Are you the one who we are supposed to deal with? Your strength is not bad, but that’s all. You’re 

unlucky to bump into me. My employers should be happy when I catch you.” Looking at the guy in front 

of him, Mike said lightly as he didn’t take Daredevil’s attack into account at all. 

Hoo! Hoo! 

Ignoring Mike’s provocation, Daredevil just circled his guide sticks two times and posed as an attacker. 



But just as Mike was staring at Daredevil in front of him, a brilliant red knife shot out of the darkness 

behind him and hit him directly. 

Pop! 

Hoo! 

Like being hit by a speeding car, Mike fell straight out of the garden aisle. Before falling to the ground, 

his body continued to make explosive sounds. 

Bang! 

Mike fell to the ground like a dead dog and his whole upper body was instantly red with blood. The knife 

in hand also fell when he was attacked just now, spraying blood continuously on the ground, as if only 

the exhaust gas had no air in it. Soon, Mike, lying on the ground, was dead. 

Huh! 

After Mike fell to the ground without moving, two figures came quickly. Looking down at Mike, who was 

lying on the ground without breathing, Lin Rui silently retracted Flowing Flame Blade and gestured with 

Matt and disappeared again. They won’t waste their time here, so just after Matt caught Mike’s 

attention, Lin Rui gave him a fatal blow in the back. 

Instead of hiding the three bodies here, Lin Rui and Matt came here tonight to destroy them and letting 

them discover the three bodies here may bring them some confusion so that they can move better. 

Nevertheless, it is natural that Lin Rui and Matt, who have left, will not find out. Shortly after they left, 

Mike, who looked dead on the ground, suddenly had an abnormal red color on his face. Then suddenly 

he opened his eyes, which were full of blood. 

The next moment, Mike had fallen down on the bodyguard beside him and sharp fangs came out 

quickly. 

Puff! 

...... 

“Ohh? What’s the matter? Outside the manor, Wade Wilson, hiding in a low bush, suddenly found 

Jeston Gang’s guards outside rushing nervously into the manor with guns. 

“Did they get discovered so soon or have they already solved everything?” Wade avoided talking to 

himself as he watched the external defense diminish a lot. 

Although at this time he did not know what Matt and Lin Rui were doing inside, he certainly would not 

rush in blindly. His job is to stay outside and wait for them to come out and help them leave better. If Lin 

Rui and Matt could not escape, Wade would not rush in to save them. So, squeezing the quick-fire 

machine gun in his hand, Wade lay motionless on the grass. 

...... 



Deep in the manor, there are some large single-story buildings, of course, it is also suitable to do some 

item transactions. The simple food deal Mike and his bodyguards had said before took place in the two 

houses. He doesn’t know what the food he mentioned is, but it’s obviously not simple food. 

“Mr. Housley, are you satisfied with the goods this time?” Coming out of a small enclosed room behind 

him, Ross asked Mr. Housley, who was next to him. 

“The quality is good. However, the number seems to be less. Hearing Ross’s words, Housley said 

expressionlessly. 

“It must have been known by Mr. Housley that our recent actions have been undermined by two nasty 

guys. Although we have tried our best to make up for it later, the number of people this time is still a 

little smaller. See Housley mentioning the problem, Ross quickly explained. However, from his words, 

this transaction item actually seems to be humans. 

“Then it seems that you are still not working hard enough.” Not paying attention to Ross’s explanation, 

Housley said indifferently. 

“Ha Ha...” Seeing Housley’s attitude, Ross can only smile in silence. 

Buzz! ~ 

While Ross and Housley were trading, the phone in Housley’s pocket suddenly shook. Housley, who was 

not supposed to answer the phone, did not hang up after seeing the caller’s display on the phone. After 

a few words from the other end of the phone, Housley’s usual plain face showed some anger. 

“Mr. Housley, what’s wrong?” Ross asked as he saw the changes in Housley’s face. 

“It seems that your two friends really came here.” Putting down the phone, Housley said in a cold voice. 

...... 

Chapter 58 Fight 

Huh! 

Da da da! 

Looking at the security guards suddenly on guard inside the manor, Lin Rui was surprised. He and Matt 

just came out of the small garden. Did they found the body so soon? 

“Daredevil, the plan has been successful and judging from their security, that direction should be the 

place for the deal.” Observing the movement of Jeston Gang outside in the dark, Lin Rui quickly figured 

out where they were headed and whispered to Matt beside him. 

“Well, I also sensed that there are many people in that direction. And, it seems that there are more than 

these gang members, there are also many civilians and they are very scared.” Unlike Lin Rui, who needs 

to use Beginner observation, Daredevil’s own sensory ability is even stronger, he has already sensed the 

trading item in that direction. 



“It seems that they are doing human trafficking here and the items that they mentioned must be 

people! Do you think it is related to the human trafficking trade we destroyed before?” When he heard 

Matt’s words, Lin Rui’s eyes gradually became cold and his tone was low. 

“This time there are more people, far more than the last time!” Matt carefully responded and went 

silent. 

“Then we can’t let them succeed. Scum like them should be buried in hell forever! ” The last thing Lin 

Rui could not tolerate was human trafficking and organ trading, which completely trampled the bottom 

line of his life. 

“That’s what I think. No matter what obstacles we may encounter today, we must save these people!” 

Matt’s anger was no less than Lin Rui’s and he could not tolerate such things after a long struggle with 

Wilson. 

“Well, let’s make a scene!” 

After a group of Jeston Gang members left, Lin Rui and Matt rushed out in an instant and headed for 

their designated trading point. 

...... 

And at Lin Rui and Matt’s fast approaching estate, the deal between Ross and Housley, representing 

Frankenstein Family, is still going on. They won’t give up the deal because Lin Rui and Matt are messing 

up in this place. That’s not what people at their level do. 

However, they may have forgotten that blindly high self-esteem is the reason for falling. With the 

strength of Lin Rui and Matt, They are no longer a character that the Frankenstein Family can ignore. 

“Mr. Housley, Do we have a deal?” After checking the last room, Ross smiled and reached out to 

Housley. 

“It’s a pleasant deal, but I’m not going to let those two guys go. I think Mr. Ross will have a way. If you 

don’t mind, I hope you can give them to me when you catch them.” He also reached out and shook 

Ross’s hand and said lightly, He finally mentioned Lin Rui and Matt. Lin Rui almost killed Housley’s son 

with one blow. He would not let them go easily. 

“That’s all right. It’s just two jokers. If it hadn’t been for the New York police to suddenly start targeting 

Jeston Gang and other businesses in our family, we wouldn’t have let them rampant up to now. Mr. 

Housley can rest assured that since you are interested in them, I will surely bring them to you.” Hearing 

Housley’s final request, Ross smiled and agreed. 

In Ross’s view, the two guys are going to be disposed of by the family anyway, so it’s better to sell 

personal affection to an influential figure like Housley, which will help him to gain more benefits in the 

family in the future. 

“Thank you, Mr. Ross.” With a slight thank you, Housley stepped out. 

“You’re welcome, Mr. Housley.” Leaving the building side by side with Housley, Ross said with a laugh. 

...... 



“Uh—“ 

Puff puff! 

A team of Jeston Gang, who was searching inside the manor, was hit by several flying knives fired from 

the shadows and fell down almost without making any sound. It was good that Lin Rui spent 300 Reward 

points to exchange Xiao Li’s flying knives for long-range attacks. 

Then Matt and Lin Rui rushed out of the darkness and dragged the guys back into the darkness again. A 

few minutes later, two guys dressed in Jeston Gang’s dress walked out of the darkness and slowly 

headed deep into the manor. 

After a certain distance in the manor, Lin Rui and Matt both found that the closer they got to their 

destination, the stronger their defense. They could no longer move silently. So the best way for them to 

get close to the center of the manor to rescue those trapped is to go in and disguise themselves as 

Jeston Gang. Of course, Matt Daredevil’s clothes are still inside, he just removed his mask. As for Lin Rui, 

his Phantom Suit is really convenient. 

After Lin Rui and Matt confirmed that the transaction items were ordinary peoples, Lin Rui had also 

notified Wade outside by radio and told him to report the situation here to the New York police. Lin Rui 

and Matt can do things to deal with the Frankenstein Family, but the placement of so many ordinary 

people is not something they can solve. Moreover, the battle will be very confusing at the time, so it is 

better to call the police to make things more confusing. 

“Master Ross, we’ve got thirteen brothers down, but there’s no trace of those two guys. But judging 

from the position of our fallen brothers, they should be heading here.” In a luxury room next to the 

building they just traded the ‘items’, Jeston Gang’s leader, Verus, was standing beside Ross and 

whispering. From his report, it seems that he has not found that Lin Rui and Matt have disguised 

themselves as one of them. 

“It seems that I can’t rely on you. It’s time for Berserk Squad to go out.” Ross frowned slightly when he 

heard Verus’s report and then said lightly. 

“Yes!” Hearing Ross’s words, Verus came down with a cold sweat, but he respectfully agreed. Then he 

left quickly as the next thing wasn’t for him and Jeston Gang to get involved in. 

“Looks like you’re in some trouble.” Just after Verus left, Housley, sitting opposite Ross, said lightly. 

“Oh, Ordinary people are still unreliable. I promise to help Mr. Housley catch these two guys.” When he 

heard Housley, Ross smiled and promised. 

“I’ll wait. Actually, I’m curious about the strength of Frankenstein Family’s Berserk Squad.” Holding up 

the wine in his hand, Housley greets the face opposite to him. Judging from the description of his 

unworkable son, the strength of the man who attacked him is almost equal to that of himself. If they 

knew the characteristics of their race, his son would not be alive. 

“It certainly won’t disappoint Mr. Housley.” 

“I am looking forward to it.” 

...... 



After posing as a member of Jeston Gang, Lin Rui and Matt’s progress was a lot smoother. Although 

there were many interrogations along the way, they came all the way to the building where the trade 

happened. 

Mirage Knight, it’s right there! I can already sense the intense fear and helplessness there.” Like a real 

gangster, Matt stood in the middle and said to Luin Rui, who was next to him. 

“Yeah, I feel it too.” Without Matt’s reminder, Lin Rui’s Beginner Insight Technique has also noticed a 

large number of ordinary people in the building ahead. 

“But there seem to be some tough guys out there.” In addition to many ordinary people in that building, 

Lin Rui also sensed several life-intensive organisms, which were obviously not comparable to those who 

had been locked up. 

“Is it Mutants?” Matt also sensed the powerful creatures but wondered if they were the same Mutants 

as the ones who caught him last time. 

“I don’t know, but at least they are not ordinary people. It seems that this Frankenstein Family is really 

taking this thing seriously, but we are not so simple. Daredevil, can you do it?” Lin Rui couldn’t tell if 

Mutants were in the building from the breath of life alone, but it was not important. Lin Rui, who had 

decided to shoot, asked Matt next to him. 

“Men can’t say no!” Hearing Lin Rui’s inquiry, Matt responded aggressively. 

In fact, Matt would not have said such words with so much confidence a month ago because his 

strength was not enough to deal with the two Mutants. But now it is different. He has practiced the 

modified version of the Internal Energy Technique. Matt’s communication with nature is clearer, and his 

strength has increased a lot again. If he meets the last two Mutants again, Matt is confident in defeating 

them. 

“So, let’s start our performance!” Lin Rui, who was also confident in himself, finally rushed out after 

saying a word. 

Behind Lin Rui, Matt also turned into a shadow and followed quickly. In the process of rushing forward, 

Matt’s outer clothes were quickly torn open and the headgear was brought on, instantly the avatar of 

Daredevil appeared. Lin Rui is even simpler. After the outer clothes are pulled out, the Phantom Suit has 

been put on. They have already reached this point and they have no need to hide it again. 

On the way forward, Lin Rui had already thrown out a mini-bomb, which exploded just as it flew to the 

side wall of the building in front of him. Of course, Lin Rui chose a wall away from ordinary people. 

Boom! 

The quality of the things exchanged in System Shop are so good that the walls that look very thick and 

defensive are exploded in this way. The next moment, Lin Rui and Matt flew in. 

Without any hesitation, Lin Rui threw out several flying knives, aiming directly at the five-man team 

standing in the middle of the building, which was also the five-strong breaths of life that Lin Rui and 

Matt sensed. 



As for Matt, Lin Rui had thrown out a lot of smoke bombs at the same time when he threw out his flying 

knife. The greatest advantage of Matt who is blind is his super-strong sensory ability, which, of course, 

can be maximized in the fog. So Lin Rui old trick has now become Matt’s. 

Pop! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

In the next moment, the battle broke out instantly! 

Chapter 59 Fierce Fight 

Hoo! 

It seems that they were ready for Lin Rui’s attack. The five-person squad standing in the center of the 

building is facing away from the flying knives. Of the five people who were scattered, two of the shorter 

guys rushed out to the smoke that was in front of them. As for the remaining three, one man was hung 

with countless heat weapons, and the whole man was like a small powder depot. After escaping Lin 

Rui’s flying knife, he quickly retreated and drew away from the battlefield center. The other two men 

were staring at Lin Rui who had rushed up. 

The secret weapon of the Frankenstein Family: The Berserk Squad. In the face of a rapid and orderly 

division of attacks against Daredevil and Mirage Knight, a two-to-one and one remote threat situation 

was formed in an instant. However, this is what Lin Rui and Matt expected. One-to-two, they’re not 

afraid now. 

Faced with Berserk Squad’s divergence, Lin Rui rushed directly toward the two men in front of him. 

However, the next second, Lin Rui’s heart suddenly jumped and his body had already reacted and 

slashed his blade to his side. 

Bang! 

A crisp sound was heard on the blade and a powerful bullet was blocked by Lin Rui’s dangerous sword. 

However, Lin Rui’s forward impact was also weakened by the bullet. And his hand shook slightly at the 

moment, which showed that the bullet had more power compared to ordinary bullets. The only user of 

Hot weapons in the Berserk Squad, the guy who is nicknamed the Gunner is using a modified special 

weapon that most people can’t use at all. 

Glancing at the mobile arsenal that had been hiding in the corner of the building, Lin Rui had no time to 

take care of him for the time being. Faced with the enemy in front of him, he can only wave the Flowing 

Flame Blade again and send out two blade lights to the two men who have rushed towards him. 

The blade lights contained Lin Rui internal energy and this scene looked like it was taken from a full sci-fi 

movie as the sword lights quickly rushed towards the two guys who were rushing toward Lin Rui. With 

Lin Rui’s current strength, these two blade lights are enough to seriously damage the mutant Tank 

whom he previously faced. 

However, the two guys who rushed straight toward Lin Rui didn’t seem to want to avoid Lin Rui’s blade 

lights. Therefore, Lin Rui did not ease down and while paying attention to the movement of the mobile 



arsenal in the distance, he tightly holds the handle of the Flowing Flame Blade and waited for them to 

come to him. 

Hoo! 

As Lin Rui’s blade light was about to hit the two men, the man in front suddenly opened his hands and 

pressed them directly on the blade light. 

“Is he made of iron?” Seeing the man’s movements, Lin Rui squinted and guessed. However, even if he is 

made of iron, he should not be able to block his attack directly. 

Buzz! ~ 

However, the next moment there was something that surprised Lin Rui. Just when he thought that the 

man would be split in half by the blade light and at the worst his hands would be to cut off. Out of the 

man’s outstretched upper hand came a strange wave, like an area in front of his palm that was different 

from the surrounding physical rules. 

Then, in Lin Rui’s astonished eyes, the two blade lights disappeared as soon as they touched the palm of 

his hand as if they had been absorbed by something. 

“What the hell is this!?” Looking at this unbelievable scene, Lin Rui almost screamed. 

There is no doubt that the guy who made Lin Rui’s blade lights disappear must be a Mutant as only 

Mutants have such eccentric ability. Otherwise, this person should be a sorcerer(s). However, In Marvel 

World, there are very few sorcerer(s) and Lin Rui doesn’t think he would encounter one so soon. 

However, although that fellow let Lin Rui’s attack disappear, he was obviously unhappy himself. After 

absorbing the light of Lin Rui’s blade, the man suddenly turned pale and his body shook unconsciously 

for two times before stopping. The man next to him was apparently a little surprised, but he still rushed 

quickly towards Lin Rui. 

Fast approaching, the man instantly appeared with two knives, waving and attacking Lin Rui at all points. 

Judging from this man’s action, he is an assassin in close combat. And he is not the usual assassin, He is 

at least one who can threaten Lin Rui’s life. 

Not everyone can threaten Lin Rui’s life with two small knives. When the man attacked him, Lin Rui 

found that he couldn’t keep up with his rhythm with his long blade. After some attack and defense, Lin 

Rui found out that the man was not only agile and skilled in double-knife dancing, but he also had 

something similar to his internal energy inside him. 

Hoo! 

The Assassin attacked with his knife and Lin Rui quickly left his original place at his feet. The next 

moment, his original position was penetrated by a powerful bullet 

“Why does Marvel World have an Internal Energy cultivation technique!!” Daredevil, a protagonist with 

an internal energy cultivation technique has a mysterious master. One of Frankenstein Family’s hitters 

also had internal energy cultivation technique, which Lin Rui didn’t understand. 



“Viper! Avoid!” Just when Lin Rui was annoyed, the man who had absorbed his blade light suddenly 

shouted in the back. Viper apparently was the assassin’s nickname. 

Without any hesitation, the guy named Viper returned to the back with a flash. 

Buzz! 

The next moment, Lin Rui felt strange fluctuations again. Then, two more powerful blade lights suddenly 

appeared from the man’s hands and rushed towards Lin Rui in an instant. Meanwhile, the mobile 

Arsenal in the distance opened fire again, blocking Lin Rui’s retreat. 

“The Fuck! What is this ghost skill!? He can attack with the things he has absorbed?” Lin Rui finally 

couldn’t help but spit out as the two blade lights that he attacked with rushed towards him at an even 

faster speed. 

Although he was silent about the situation, Lin Rui obviously would not fall down by his own attacks. He 

squeezed his blade tightly and waved it directly after holding it high. 

“You want to use my attacks to deal with me? You are too naive!” Lin Rui gave a low cry and a huge red-

hot blade light rushed out of his Flowing Flame Blade and hit the two coming blade light attacks straight 

ahead. 

Buzz! 

Bang! 

A burst of burning air sounded in this space and in the next moment, three powerful blade lights that 

had been enhanced struck together. A small explosion broke out in the hall of the building. The huge 

shock wave directly hit Lin Rui, who is in the center of the explosion causing him to fly upside down. 

“Ah!~~” 

“Help! Help!” 

“Ah! Help!” 

Once again, the explosion in the building caused a cry of alarm from the poor people who were locked 

up in a small apartment to trade, but at this time Lin Rui had no time to worry about their feelings. He is 

facing the most troublesome thing that has ever happened to him. 

As for Matt’s side, it’s impossible to see everything because of the smoke, but from Lin Rui’s feeling, it’s 

not going to be very good there. So to save these innocent people, Lin Rui can’t hold himself back 

anymore. 

“Daredevil! Quick and fast!” Screaming loudly over the smoke, the point at the foot of Lin Rui, who was 

knocked out by the explosion, has disappeared again. 

As a result, several flying knives went straight to the mobile Arsenal hiding in the distance. Although Lin 

Rui has a shield mark on him, every shot by that fellow gives Lin Rui a sense of danger. For some reason, 

the man had more firepower than the average gun. Lin Rui cannot concentrate on avoiding lethal bullets 

fired off the field when dealing with the two guys in front of him. 



Hoo! 

Faced with Lin Rui’s attack, the long-range shooter hiding in the distance did not evade, but quickly put 

down his powerful sniper gun and lifted a quick-fire machine gun from his waist. 

Da Da Da Da Da Da～ 

Then, the obviously modified fast-fired machine gun fired many bullets and instantly covered the flying 

knife of Lin Rui. 

Dang Dang Dang! 

Faced with the dense bullets, Lin Rui’s flying knives were all knocked down before they could fly far. 

Frankenstein Family’s Berserk Squad is not idle. 

“Fuck! This guy can use the machine gun to shoot like he is shooting from a sniper gun!!” I thought that 

even if I couldn’t kill this bastard, I could force him away. I didn’t expect this. Lin Rui was helpless. 

“Distraction on the battlefield is a big taboo!” While Lin Rui was dealing with the long-range attacker, 

Viper, who had just been repelled by the blast wave, rushed again. 

And the Mutant hiding behind him who can absorb the attack and turn it into a stronger attack seems to 

be preparing for a big move. He just seems to absorb some of the energy of the explosive power. If he 

releases the power of the explosion just now, Lin Rui would not have any way to block that. 

“Humph! He really thinks that I can’t take him!? Lin Rui’s eyes suddenly turned cold and he muttered to 

himself when he saw Viper swinging his two knives close to him again. 

Subsequently, Lin Rui’s internal energy ran quickly in a specific way. After the enhancement of Advanced 

Internal Energy cultivation Technique, the internal energy in Lin Rui’s body is different from the past. In 

addition, Lin Rui exchanged some good things in System Shop in order to improve his strength. 

The operation of internal energy is just an instant thing. When Viper’s attack is coming, Lin Rui is ready. 

Boom! 

It’s like an old classic car suddenly replaced with the engine of the latest Ferrari sports car. Its 

appearance hasn’t changed, but its speed has suddenly soared. The speed of Lin Rui, who could not 

cope with Viper’s double-knife attack, suddenly increased dramatically. Flowing Flame Blade waved in 

his hand and it only left a remnant, which was more than enough to deal with Viper’s attack. 

With a sharp cut, Viper had to cross the knives in front of him. Lin Rui’s sudden surge of speed has begun 

to suppress him, and now he can only passively defend. 

Puff! 

Although he blocked Lin Rui’s blade, he wasn’t able to block his next kick. Viper was kicked out and 

exposed the Mutant behind him who controlled the energy. 

Buzz ~ 



However, at this time he has completed the absorption and transformation of the previous energy and 

is releasing them. The goal is, of course, Lin Rui. 

“You won’t succeed!” At this critical moment, Lin Rui threw some small things at him as soon as he 

shook his hand. 

The Mutant, who was at the last minute, couldn’t stop for the little things, he could only watch them 

piercing into his body. 

Buzz ~ 

Kaka! 

Bang! 

The next moment, the huge energy controlled by the Mutant suddenly became unstable, so it exploded 

directly in front of his own body. 

Boom! ~ 

Chapter 60 Extinguish 

Boom! 

The violent explosion swallowed up the Mutant which could control the energy and shook the building 

several times. Lin Rui was prepared and hid in the corner to avoid the initial shock wave. As for the man 

nicknamed Viper, he was not so lucky because he was so close that he was almost devoured by the 

explosion. Although he was finally able to avoid the most central explosive power, but he also faced the 

strong shock wave and he flew back like a bullet and hit the wall. 

Boom! 

The explosion in the center of the building continued and the aftermath of the shock wave blew out all 

the smoke on the other side, revealing what was going on inside. Off the original three men who had 

been shrouded in the smoke, one had fallen down, his life and death unknown. The two men who were 

still standing confronted each other and both of them retreated a few steps because of the impact of 

the blast wave. 

Huh! 

“Bah! Did they really thought that I wouldn’t be prepared?!” Wielding a blade, Lin Rui swept away the 

dust in front of him. Lin Rui spat as there was something dirty in his mouth. 

In fact, after the last encounter with the Mutants Tank and Worm, Lin Rui realized that this is the Real 

Marvel World, not just a few movie plots like Avengers movieverse or X-man movieverse. This world 

contains all of the Marvel’s settings, including Mutants and aliens. 

After studying the history of the world again and carefully, Lin Rui feels that the probability of meeting 

Mutants in the future is still high. So Lin Rui exchanged some mutated gene depressors at System Shop 

in order not to suffer when he came across some weird Mutants. This kind of thing can help Mutants 



who don’t want their mutant ability to help suppress them and become normal people. Similarly, for 

Mutants who are willing to use their mutant abilities, this works in a different way. 

Just now, Lin Rui’s sudden burst of power forced Viper away. When the Mutant wanted to use the 

energy he absorbed to deal with him, Lin Rui used those gene suppressers very tactfully. Sure enough, at 

the last minute, the fellow lost his ability to control the variation of energy and could only watch as the 

huge uncontrolled energy explode in front of him. 

“Now, I can give a good lesson to that fellow who is dancing in the distance.” Glancing at Matt’s 

situation, Lin Rui turned to the corner of the building. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

As soon as the idea appeared in his head, Lin Rui had to swing Flowing Flame Blade in front of him. 

Because that fellow hiding in the corner thinks the same thing. 

Puff! 

Several powerful bullets were blocked and Lin Rui had rushed in an instant. Without the protection of 

meat shield and the melee warfare, the harassment is far more serious and for an agile character like Lin 

Rui, He is just like an open hedgehog. Do you do to the hedgehogs who are not obedient? Of course, You 

wait for it to take back the thorn slowly! But Lin Rui won’t be so patient with this guy. 

Before anyone arrives, the light attack of Lin Rui’s blade has arrived. This is not a tangible thing. The 

mobile Arsenal gun method can’t possibly kill the light attack of Lin Rui’s blade. So he decided to throw 

away his heavy weapons and began to flee. 

Boom! Boom! 

Two loud bangs in a row hit another wall of the building, and the long-range shooter narrowly escaped 

Lin Rui’s Blade-light attack. However, he was no longer armed with heavy fire. 

Hoo! 

The gunner, who had rolled twice on the ground, quickly climbed up, holding two special pistols in both 

hands. He turns around and pointed the gun at the guy who’s coming after him. But he was obviously 

too late. 

Two close-range blade attacks flashed and the long-ranged gunner dropped his gun to the ground. The 

next second, a lot of blood was gushing from his smooth wrist incision. 

“Ah ah!” My hands!! The gunner whose hands were cut off lost his abilities fell to the ground and 

screamed bitterly. 

Another blade attack flashed and the screams stopped. 

“Now, you don’t have to worry about your hands.” Li Rui looked at the gunner who had no movement 

on the ground and said faintly. 



Solving this annoying problem, Lin Rui’s figure has disappeared again. Viper, who was hit by the blast 

wave, has slowly woken up. It seems that he is also physically strong, so the close explosion did not 

seriously injure him. 

Hoo! 

Just as the double-knife man slowly climbed up from the ground, Lin Rui was already there. Without any 

nonsense, Lin Rui has shot two flying knives to hold the man’s hands and pierce them into the ground. 

“Hmm!” Unlike the previous gunner’s loud scream, the knife-wielder called Viper just grunted. 

“Your knife techniques are good! But what I am interested in is where your Internal Energy cultivation 

technique came from?” The hands of this guy were pinned down and Lin Rui asked slowly as he squatted 

down. This is something that Lin Rui is very interested in. He does not doubt that Marvel World has the 

existence of some Internal energy cultivation technique, but this should be the secret technique that 

belongs to the Eastern countries. 

“...” There was no answer. He wondered if it was unclear what he was asking. 

“Maybe you call it qigong?” Seeing Viper didn’t answer, Lin Rui asked again. 

“...” Still no answer. 

“Well, I have to destroy your internal energy cultivation first.” Without getting the answer he wanted, 

Lin Rui stood up and raised his foot to kick him in the back. Regardless of whether this fellow practices 

any cultivation techniques or not, He would have to lie in bed for the rest of his life. 

“Don’t! I will tell you!” Hearing that Lin Rui is going to destroy his internal energy cultivation, the guy 

was finally willing to speak. For him, it seems that the internal energy cultivation is more important than 

their death. 

Hoo! 

“Oh, let’s talk about it.” His foot stopped halfway instantly and Lin Rui squatted down again and said to 

the man faintly. 

“I am of mixed blood and my mother is of Asian descent. When I was a child, I spent some time in a 

secret organization in China. That was when I learned Qigong. Threatened by Lin Rui, Viper quickly 

explained the origin of his cultivation technique. 

“It turned out to be stealing. No wonder your internal energy is so weak even though it exists. But your 

talent is good. It’s amazing how strong internal energy can be. Lin Rui also guessed the general origin of 

his cultivation technique when he heard the reply from the fellow under his feet. 

As the most mysterious country in the East, the Tian Dynasty has many famous mountains and rivers. It 

is not surprising that there are some inheritance organizations hidden in them. Speaking of it, this guy 

still has some relationship with Lin Rui. After all, they are all mixed-race Chinese descendant. So Lin Rui 

is not going to give him a kick. 

The blade flashed and the Viper on the ground was dead. However, no one noticed that Viper’s mouth 

moved a few times before Lin Rui slashed him with his blade. 



“Ok, it’s time to help Matt.” Solving the problem of the three people on his side, Lin Rui glanced at 

Matt’s situation, muttered and disappeared. 

...... 

Puff! 

With a whisper, Lin Rui’s long knife pierced Frankenstein Family Berserk Squad’s last remaining man to 

the heart. The melee master was also a Mutants, but his variant abilities were concealed and agile. 

Although well-trained, they were of little use against Matt and Lin Rui. 

“Matt, you good?” Glancing at Matt, Lin Rui asked with concern. He saw that Matt appeared to be 

bloodstained and should have been injured. 

“It’s all right, minor injury. Your special spray will heal it soon. ” Shaking his head, Matt said indifferently. 

Matt just dealt with these two guys, although they were very difficult to deal with but his strength is 

now different from the past. He took one down at the cost of minor injuries and killed the remaining 

one with the help of Lin Rui, something Matt could not do before meeting Lin Rui. 

“Well, that’s good. We should go and get them out. I think the New York police should be coming soon if 

Wade notifies them in time. Hearing Matt’s words, Lin Rui nodded and walked towards the rooms 

behind the building. In their previous feelings, those rooms contain at least 300 innocent people. 

“Ok.” With a promise, Matt followed Lin Rui to the rooms. 

Lin Rui’s initial goal today was to crack down on Jeston Gang and make trouble for Frankenstein Family, 

but their transaction item was the innocent humans. Lin Rui had to give up his initial plan. It was the 

right thing to rescue people first. 

“Wade, is the New York Police coming soon? We need more people to cover for us. Lin Rui asked in a 

low voice, holding a small connector in his hand. 

“They are still ten minutes away and I don’t think you two can protect these people.” Wade’s response 

came quickly from the connector and it seemed that he already knew what was going on inside the 

manor. 

“No, No!” Ten minutes, Frankenstein Family will definitely be able to stop them. 

The failure of the previous five-man team should have been beyond Frankenstein Family’s expectation 

as they could not kill Lin Rui and Matt. Now they have irritated Frankenstein Family and it was very 

possible that they would shoot these innocent civilians directly. In fact, Lin Rui didn’t know what the 

innocent people used to trade would be used for. Frankenstein Family should not kill their goods. 

“Well, you’ll come as planned! Leave the rest to me!” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Wade, who had been 

outside the manor, shouted through a connector. Wade, who has been firmly committed to how much 

money and how much work he does, seems to be doing something big. After all, he is saint Wade. 

“What are you doing?! Wade!?” 



“People are always mad, aren’t they?! Although there is still a beautiful woman waiting for me at home, 

I don’t think she would blame me if she knew I was trying to save people.” Wade finally said these two 

sentences and then cut off the connector. The last sound Lin Rui could hear seemed to be Wade’s 

rushing out. 

“This guy! I hope you don’t do anything stupid!” Unable to contact Wade anymore, Lin Rui somewhat 

pinched his connector and whispered. If Wade died because of his actions today, Lin Rui would be very 

sad. Not only would Deadpool disappear, but Lin Rui himself liked Wade. 

“No matter! Save the people first! Wade could handle it. Lin Rui had to rescue the people in front of him 

first. 

Boom! 

However, just before Lin Rui and Matt went to the sealed rooms and began to open the door, a dark 

shadow suddenly flashed in from outside the building and instantly passed by Lin Rui and Matt. Then Lin 

Rui and Matt flew out as if they had been hit hard, and both of them hit the wall and fell hard. 

...... 

 


